CITY OF PEACHTREE CITY
GA 54 WEST CORRIDOR STUDY
LIVABLE CENTERS INITIATIVE
OCTOBER 2001

MISSION STATEMENT
To work proactively with residents, developers, property owners, and local
and regional government officials to develop an innovative and achievable
Urban Design Plan for the GA 54 Corridor within the emerging West
Village of Peachtree City.

INTRODUCTION
The Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) Board adopted policies in the
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) proposal in May 1999 to include
investment policy studies and transportation projects for activity and town
centers. This program of studies and investment has become known as the
Livable Centers Initiative (LCI). The primary focus of the program is to
encourage increased residential development, mixed-uses, and
connectivity at the activity and town center level as one alternative to
standard suburban or strip development.
The City of Peachtree City is one of twelve (12) communities within the
metropolitan Atlanta region selected to participate in the first round of
funding for this innovative program. The City was awarded funding in the
amount of $17,360 to develop a plan to connect existing, proposed, and
future developments within the GA 54 West corridor between GA 74 and
Line Creek.

OVERVIEW OF PEACHTREE CITY
Development within Peachtree City began in the 1950’s, when a group of
real estate investors began to amass land holdings in what was then the
Aberdeen/Clover area of Fayette County. Their idea was to develop a
planned community that would offer a better way of life to its residents
through careful planning and development. The city would be developed
into several villages, each with its own residential subdivisions, shopping
areas, recreational lands, and schools.
As the concept developed, several miles of multi- use paths were
constructed to interconnect all areas of the city, which provided residents
an opportunity to travel without the use of an automobile. Most notable
for their use by golf carts and locally identified as “cart paths,” these
multi- use paths also accommodate walkers, joggers, bicyclists, rollerbladers, wheelchairs, and other alternate modes of transportation.
To put the significance of this alternate transportation system into
perspective, City records indicate that more than 45% percent of all
households within the City limits own registered golf carts. Recent
surveys indicate that approximately 95% of those who responded currently
use the multi- use path system as an alternate means of transportation. It
has been proven in Peachtree City that, if a multi- use path is available,
people will use this for transportation.
To encourage the provision of additional multi- use paths for all residents,
the City’s Land Development Ordinance requires that all new
developments provide a connection to the existing path system. This
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alone increases the length of the overall path network on a regular basis.
Additionally, the City has provisions within the Public Improvements
Program to annually design and construct the multi- use path system to
areas that are not currently being served and to regularly maintain the
overall path system.
The City currently owns and maintains approximately 80 miles of multiuse paths. This extensive alternate transportation system also includes two
multi- use bridges over GA 74 and 54, two tunnels under GA 74, one
tunnel under GA 54, and 16 tunnels under most major roads throughout
the City. The multi- use path system was designed to provide safe and
efficient routes for users to access most developments within the City
without ever having to come in contact with the automobile.
Until recently, the City has not requested or secured State or Federal
funding to construct additions to the multi- use path system. The majority
of the overall path system was constructed by local developers or the City.
In 1994, the City received funds through the ISTEA program to design
and construct a multi- use bridge over GA 74. This bridge provided an
integral connection between the existing path system on the east side of
GA 74 to the West Village area.
The City was also the recipient of TEA-21 funding to design and install a
bridge over Flat Creek in the southern portion of the City. This bridge,
which is currently in the design stage, will provide another integral
connection between the existing path system on the east side of Flat Creek
to the industrial park and ultimately the City’s sports and recreation
complex.
Additionally, the City received TEA funds to design and install a multiuse bridge over the CSX rail line within the GA 54 corridor. This bridge
connection is identified as one of the major components of this study and
will be installed in conjunction with the GA 54 road-widening project.
The City has entered into a contract with the designer of the road project
in order to incorporate this bridge into the overall construction documents.
To date, Peachtree City encompasses approximately 15,600 acres, with 30
percent of this land preserved as permanent open space. Approximately
33,000 residents live in four villages, each with a commercial village
shopping center that is surrounded by residential development that “steps
down,” or decreases in density, with distance from the commercial area.
As each village was developed, the City worked closely with a variety of
developers to ensure the infrastructure was in place to support the needs of
the residents within that particular area. To date, the Aberdeen, Glenloch,
Braelinn, and Kedron villages are virtually complete and have proved to
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be very successful. There have been few, if any, changes to the original
land use plan for these areas; and a variety of residential, commercial,
retail and industrial development has evolved with an abundance of
recreation and open space.

EMERGENCE OF THE WEST VILLAGE
Development within the remaining village, the “West Village,” has been
sporadic to date due to a variety of factors. Most of the property within
this village is held by a multitude of landowners, which has made it
difficult to develop a cohesive “plan” for the area. The village is also
divided by an existing, two-lane state highway (GA 54), which serves as
the main east-west connector between Coweta and Fayette Counties. This
road carries an estimated 26,000 vehicles per day and the anticipated
widening project has been delayed for years due to litigation pertaining to
the Clean Air Act.
Additionally, the West Village is separated from the remainder of
Peachtree City by GA 74, which carries traffic north-south from Fayette
County to Interstate 85. An active CSX rail line parallels GA 74 and
carries between 35 and 45 trains each day through Peachtree City.
As the properties within the Aberdeen, Glenloch, Braelinn, and Kedron
villages were developed, the infrastructure was installed to eventually
connect these areas to the West Village. It should be noted that the
majority of this infrastructure was installed by various developers and then
turned over to the City for maintenance. The City also enacted one of the
state’s first Impact Fee Ordinances approximately 10 years ago to assist in
funding a variety of recreation and infrastructure improvements. This
infrastructure includes roads, sanitary sewer, water, and an extensive
multi- use path system. While the majority of the infrastructure necessary
to provide service to the West Village is in place, it will be important to
ensure development within this area is consistent with the existing
developments throughout the City.
It must be noted that the majority of the property within Peachtree City is
owned by or was developed under the direction of a single development
company. Pathway Communities (formerly known as Peachtree City
Development Corporation) has played a crucial role in the development of
the City and has worked closely with City Staff to ensure that potential
development was in conformance with the original master plan, the Land
Use Plan and the zoning ordinances of the City. Property within the
emerging West Village, however, is owned by numerous landowners and
contains a variety of parcel sizes, land uses and zoning classifications.
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As property within the West Village continues to develop, it is imperative
that a detailed plan be established to guide the evolution of this area. The
West Village has the potential to become a vital component of the overall
Peachtree City community, and it will take the dedication of local
residents, City Staff, developers, government officials, and others to insure
the goals of this study are addressed.
This study will examine the existing conditions within and adjacent to the
West Village and then determine potential scenarios for development to
enhance the emerging Activity Center and create an identity for the West
Village.
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STUDY METHODOLOGY
This study consisted of four activities:
1) the formation of an Advisory Board consisting of local residents,
Neighborhood Association representatives, property owners,
developers, and local and regional government officials;
2) an inventory and analysis of existing physical conditions within the
study area;
3) the development of recommendations for physical and regulatory
improvements within the study area; and
4) the development of an implementation and financing plan to include a
five-year public improvements program.
The GA 54 West Advisory Board assisted Staff in developing the master
plan and researching data for the overall study area. Members were
selected to provide a cross-section of opinions relative to planning issues
and community development. The Board included local residents and
design professionals, representatives from adjoining Neighborhood
Associations and businesses, property owners and developers.
Public participation was solicited at a minimum of ten (10) public
meetings, three (3) presentations to City Council, one (1) presentation to
the City’s Planning Commission, and one (1) technical review with ARC
Staff. Additionally, a five-hour design charette was held on a Saturday to
assist in generating ideas and to begin developing the vision of the study.
A series of articles in the local newspaper also provided the community
with an extensive overview of the development of this report (see
Appendix).
Once the boundaries of the study area were defined, a detailed inventory
of existing conditions was undertaken. Data pertaining to existing land
use, zoning, traffic circulation, roadway classification, open space,
aesthetics, and infrastructure was collected. All development, either
approved or in the planning stages, was also included to assist in defining
the study area.
Following the completion of the inventory and site analysis, several
versions of the conceptual site plan were prepared and presented to the
Advisory Board for review. These plans addressed existing and proposed
land uses, housing, recreation, traffic circulation, parking, pedestrian
circulation, multi- use path locations, urban design elements, and the
identification of a site for a potential commuter rail station.
The potential for a commuter rail station became one of the more
controversial aspects of this study. Although funding for this alternate
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mode of transportation has been delayed indefinitely, ARC’s long-range
Regional Transportation Plan identifies a commuter rail line that would
connect Senoia to downtown Atlanta and utilize the existing CSX rail line
through Peachtree City.
Due to the uncertainties pertaining to funding or timing of this commuter
rail line, it was the decision of the majority of the Advisory Board to
develop this plan without inclusion of a dedicated site for or a
commitment to the establishment of a commuter rail station in Peachtree
City. Should funding become available in the future for commuter rail,
the Advisory Board felt an additional study should be performed at that
time to identify a suitable location for a rail station based on development
patterns and user requirements.
The Advisory Board does recommend that other alternate forms of
transportation be explored to serve not only the GA 54 West Corridor, but
the remainder of Peachtree City as well. These alternate forms of
transportation could include car-pooling, van pools, designation of
existing parking areas within retail centers as park and ride lots, etc. This
is another area where additional studies will be necessary to solicit input
from the community.
In summary, the Advisory Board felt it was important to ensure the final
plan was in keeping with the existing character of Peachtree City. The
elements of each conceptual site plan were evaluated to determine an
overall development strategy, potential transportation enhancements,
internal mobility requirements, and connectivity of existing and proposed
alternate transportation systems.
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IDENTIFICATION OF STUDY AREA BOUNDARIES
The overall West Village of Peachtree City is generally defined as the
property between GA 74 and the Coweta County line. The overall village
contains approximately 186 acres of industrial property, 215 acres of
commercial and retail property, 781 acres of residential property and 353
acres of greenbelt/ open space.
While this seems to be a significant amount of property, it is important to
note that the majority of this land is already developed, is currently being
developed, or has plans approved for future development. It is estimated
there is less than forty (40) acres of property within the overall GA 54
West corridor that has not been identified for a specific development.
GA 54 is currently a two- lane road through the study area and is the main
east-west artery between Coweta and Fayette Counties. The road is
scheduled to be widened in FY 2003 as a part of the upcoming GA DOT
road improvement projects. GA 74 is scheduled to be widened as early as
FY 2006, which includes improvements to the heavily congested
intersection of GA 54 and GA 74.
The GA 54 West corridor extends approximately 5,400 linear feet from
the GA 74 intersection to Line Creek.
The study area extends
approximately 1,500 linear feet to the south and includes the following
developments:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

City Circle commercial subdivision
The Avenue Peachtree City retail development
Clover Reach industrial subdivision
Huddleston Road industrial subdivision
Fulton Court industrial subdivision
Peachtree City Tennis Center
Cardiff Park residential subdivision
Planterra Ridge residential subdivision
Line Creek office park
Line Creek Nature Center
Days Inn motel/ undeveloped parcel

The study area also extends approximately 6,000 linear feet to the north of
GA 54 and includes the following developments:
§
§
§
§
§

Market Place retail center
Line Creek Baptist Church property
The Home Depot/ Wal-Mart tract
Line Creek commercial outparcels
Summit apartments
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Cedarcroft residential subdivision
Centennial residential subdivision
MacDuff Parkway
Wynnmeade outparcels
Wynnmeade residential subdivision
North Wynnmeade residential subdivision
Wynn’s Pond tract

Additionally, the following developments immediately east of GA 74 were
included as they are immediately adjacent to the overall study area:
§
§
§

Westpark retail center
Westpark commercial subdivision
Twiggs Corner condominiums

STUDY AREA GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Prior to the development of any plans for the GA 54 West corridor, the
Advisory Board concentrated their efforts on developing goals and
objectives for the overall study area. These goals and objectives were
established during a half-day design charette and were based on existing
conditions and concerns within the study area, a variety of transportationrelated issues, and knowledge of pending developments within the
corridor.
The Advisory Board developed the following list of goals and objectives:
q

GOAL: Emphasize alternate transportation opportunities
§ Connect both sides and all quadrants of GA 54/ CSX rail line and
GA 54/ GA 74 intersections with multi- use path system
§ Encourage/ promote alternate forms of transportation to all existing
and proposed developments within the study area
§ Ease access to study area from all areas of the City
§ Complete Paschall tunnel under GA 74 and connect to multi- use
path system
§ Connect GA 74 multi- use bridge to path system in Cedarcroft
§ Install path crossing at or near GA 74/ Westpark Drive intersection
§ Install path crossing at GA 54/ MacDuff Parkway
§ Install multi- use bridge crossing over CSX rail line from Market
Place to Line Creek Church property
§ Install tunnels underneath GA 54 on either side of CSX rail line
§ Install tunnel underneath Huddleston Road at GA 54
§ Continue path connections to Planterra Ridge subdivision
§ Encourage inter-connectivity of all parcels within the study area
§ Provide pedestrian amenities such as wide sidewalks, crosswalks,
signalization and signage throughout the study area
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§
§

Encourage other forms of alternate transportation, including car
pools, van pools, park and ride lots within existing retail centers,
etc.
Ensure local and regional government officials, property owners,
citizens, residents of adjoining subdivisions and developers
endorse final plan

q

GOAL: Consistent transportation and circulation
§ Coordinate with GA DOT to ensure GA 54 is widened in a timely
manner
§ Coordinate with GA DOT to ensure existing roadway bridges over
CSX railroad and Line Creek are improved with road widening
§ Coordinate with GA DOT to ensure design of multi- use tunnels is
incorporated into construction documents for GA 54
§ Coordinate with GA DOT to ensure design of multi- use bridge
over CSX rail line is incorporated into construction documents for
road-widening project
§ Encourage vehicular and alternate transportation inter-connectivity
of all parcels within the study area
§ Ensure all traffic signals within the study area are synchronized
§ Provide secondary roads on either side of GA 54 to provide
alternate road system to developments within study area
§ Encourage other forms of alternate transportation, including car
pools, van pools, park and ride lots within existing retail centers,
etc.
§ Ensure local and regional government officials, property owners,
citizens, residents of adjoining subdivisions and developers
endorse final plan

q

GOAL: Consistent land use and zoning patterns
§ Identify parcels for development and redevelopment and
coordinate with property owners to encourage participation
§ Ensure local and regional government officials, property owners,
citizens, residents of adjoining subdivisions and developers
endorse final plan
§ Encourage other forms of alternate transportation, including car
pools, van pools, park and ride lots within existing retail centers,
etc.
§ Ensure local zoning ordinances and the land use and
comprehensive plans are updated to incorporate findings of study

q

GOAL: Enhanced aesthetics throughout study area
§ Encourage GA DOT/ utility companies to place overhead power
lines underground within corridor
§ Coordinate with GA DOT to ensure medians are landscaped when
GA 54 widening project is complete
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Encourage use of alternate forms of paving materials within
parking areas of retail and commercial developments
Ensure all new development within the study area is in keeping
with existing Peachtree City “character”
Develop architectural guidelines for all new development within
study area and create “GA 54 West Overlay District”
Create gateway features at either end of study area
Identify decorative street lighting and mast arms for traffic signals
Identify potential sites for redevelopment and establish redevelopment criteria
Provide pedestrian amenities such as wide sidewalks, crosswalks,
signalization, signage, shade trees and extensive landscaping
Ensure local and regional government officials, property owners,
citizens, residents of adjoining subdivisions and developers
endorse final plan
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GA 54 WEST CORRIDOR:
ELEMENTS OF THE PLAN
Taking into account the existing, proposed and future developments within
the study area, the Advisory Board has recommended a master plan for the
GA 54 West Corridor that will assist in blending all of these developments
together. The master plan also addresses most, if not all, of the goals and
objectives identified early in the planning process.
The Advisory Board proposes the following elements for the GA 54 West
Corridor master plan:
§

Integration of multi-use path system with remainder of City
One of the most important and dynamic elements of this study is
the design and incorporation of an extensive multi- use path system.
This system must be designed to connect the existing 80- mile path
system to the emerging developments within the study area, which
will encourage existing residents to utilize alternate transportation
to travel to and from this area. Additionally, the system must
extend through all proposed developments and subdivisions within
the study area to provide new residents access to the existing path
network throughout the City.
The existing path system north of GA 54 includes a multi- use path
bridge over GA 74, which connects the Wynnmeade subdivision to
the Westpark commercial area. The existing path system in
Wynnmeade is connected to a path that extends the entire length of
MacDuff Parkway, then is connected to the east side of MacDuff
via a newly constructed tunnel. The plan identifies an extension of
the MacDuff path south to GA 54, where a new multi-use bridge
will provide access to the new path system on the south side of GA
54.
The developers of the North Wynnmeade, Centennial, and
Cedarcroft subdivisions will extend the path in this area
approximately 3,600 linear feet. Additionally, the developer of the
commercial outparcels on the north side of GA 54, The Home
Depot and Wal- mart will extend the system approximately 4,200
linear feet through these developments. When the Line Creek
Baptist Church property is redeveloped, the path system could be
extended an additional 1,200 feet.
Utilizing TEA funding and extensive coordination with GA DOT,
the City plans an innovative ‘clover- leaf’ path system to connect
the east and west sides of the CSX rail line to the south side of GA
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54. When the existing railroad bridge is reconstructed, tunnels will
be placed underneath GA 54 on both sides of the rail line, which
will allow safe access to the north and south sides of GA 54.
Additionally, TEA funding will be utilized to install a prefabricated multi- use bridge within the GA DOT right-of-way
immediately north of the new road bridge, which will allow access
across the rail line. Extensions of the path system will extend west
through the Line Creek Baptist Church property to the Home
Depot/ Wal-Mart development and east to the Market Place retail
development.
On the north side of the bridge, the path will circle down to the
tunnels and provide access underneath GA 54 to The Avenue/ City
Circle development to the east and Huddleston Road to the west.
This creative solution will allow safe access to all quadrants of the
GA 54/ CSX rail line and both sides of GA 54.
An existing path system connects all developments within the
Market Place retail center. At present, this development is isolated
from the remainder of the path system and a path connectio n from
this development to the Westpark development east of GA 74 is
proposed as a part of this plan. Several alternatives were
considered, including an at-grade crossing on GA 74 to Westpark
Drive, a multi- use bridge, and a tunnel underneath GA 74.
Due to safety factors involved with an at- grade crossing and the
existing topography within the area, it is recommended that a
tunnel be constructed underneath GA 74 and a path provided to the
existing path along Commerce Drive as a part of the GA 74
widening project. Until that time, a surface crossing on GA 74
should be explored along with the installation of a traffic signal at
the intersection of GA 74 and Westpark Drive. It will be important
that this signal be synchronized with the existing signal at the GA
74/ 54 intersection.
The existing path network on the south side of GA 54 includes an
extensive path system throughout the Planterra Ridge subdivision,
which connects through the industrial park to an existing tunnel
underneath GA 74 at the Kelly Drive intersection. Additionally,
the developer of the City Circle and Clover Green developments
has installed an extensive path system throughout these areas.
New paths within this area would include a path connection from
Planterra Ridge to the Line Creek Nature Area. A new path would
also extend from the Days Inn property to Planterra Way and
would be constructed when the access road is built. Additionally,
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the path from Planterra Way to Huddleston Road adjacent to the
new access road would be the responsibility of the developer of
that property.
As a part of the tennis center expansion, a path will be constructed
through a greenbelt from the tennis center to Huddleston Road. A
new path connection would then be constructed by the City to the
existing path adjacent to Planterra Way.
§

Development of a secondary road system to assist in reducing
traffic on GA 54
A variety of elements will be utilized to enhance vehicular,
pedestrian, and alternate transportation within the study area.
Incorporating the latest road-widening information from GA DOT,
the plan proposes the construction of a secondary road system on
the north and south sides of GA 54.
Phase One of the secondary road north of GA 54 would extend
from MacDuff Parkway to the Home Depot/ Wal-Mart entrance
drive and would be constructed by the developer of the commercial
outparcels. It is imperative that the road be in place prior to
development of any of the outparcels north of GA 54. Vehicular
access to these outparcels should also be oriented from the internal
secondary road system rather from GA 54.
However, it must be noted there are approximately twelve (12)
existing curb-cuts off of GA 54 which provide access to these
outparcels, and it is uncertain how many of these curb-cuts will
remain once GA 54 is widened. Once the site planning for these
outparcels commences, the owner/ developer should be encouraged
to eliminate as many of these curb cuts as possible and utilize the
secondary road system for access. However, should the owner/
developer be unwilling to eliminate these curb-cuts, they should be
limited to no more than one right- in/ right-out access point located
between each traffic signal. This scenario would create a total of
four (4) right- in/ right-out access points to serve the outparcels in
addition to the secondary road system.
Phase Two of this northern secondary road would extend from the
Home Depot/ Wal-Mart entrance drive to Huddleston Road
through what is now the Line Creek Baptist Church property. It is
envisioned this property will be redeveloped in the future, and this
road should be constructed as a part of this re-development.
Construction of this important road connection should be the
shared responsibility of the City and the developer of this property.
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Phase One of the secondary road south of GA 54 would extend
from the traffic signal at the Days Inn entrance to Planterra Way.
The undeveloped property west of the Days Inn could be
developed as an assisted living facility or combined with the Days
Inn property to create a large parcel for a retail or commercial
development.
The secondary road would extend through and provide access to
the Line Creek Nature Area property, where a freestanding Nature
Center building is planned. The road would then extend through
what is now the Line Creek Office Park property and then connect
to Planterra Way. It is envisioned the majority of the property
within the Line Creek Office Park will eventually be combined to
create one or more parcels for a retail, commercial, or mixed-use
development.
The secondary road would extend behind the existing open space
adjacent to GA 54 and terminate at a new roundabout on Planterra
Way. The roundabout would provide an opportunity for traffic
calming on Planterra Way. A second roundabout would be
constructed adjacent to the existing Planterra Ridge amenity center
and would provide an opportunity for a new, formal entrance into
the Planterra Ridge subdivision. The construction of the secondary
road from the Days Inn property to Planterra Way should be the
shared responsibility of the City and the developer.
This secondary road could eventually be extended to Huddleston
Road, which would provide access to what could be another
potential re-development opportunity at the intersection of GA 54
and Huddleston Road. Construction of this portion of the
secondary road system would require acquisition of portions of
existing developments which may preclude a connection at this
time. Nonetheless, a cart path connection should be provided
between Planterra Way and Huddleston Road as a part of the
overall improvements.
§

Limit vehicular access to GA 54
It is strongly suggested that vehicular access to and from GA 54 be
limited solely to major intersections. At present, there are four
traffic signals within the study area (GA 74/ GA 54, GA 54/ The
Avenue, GA 54/ Huddleston Road, GA 54/ MacDuff Parkway).
Additionally, a new signal has been approved for the GA 54/
Planterra Way intersection and will be installed as a part of the
Home Depot/ Wal-Mart development. All of these traffic signals
will be linked together with fiber optic cable and synchronized to
assist traffic movement through the area.
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A new intersection with full turning movements and a traffic signal
is recommended for the GA 54/ Line Creek Drive intersection.
This intersection will provide access to an existing connection to
the northern secondary road along with access to the Line Creek
commercial property to the south. Additionally, this new traffic
signal will provide signalized intersections approximately every
800 linear feet throughout the study area and will alleviate the need
to have separate driveways from GA 54 to serve each outparcel.
§

Improve inter-parcel access and easements
All development within the study area should be encouraged to
provide interparcel access, which will allow the opportunity to
travel from one parcel to the other without utilizing the secondary
roads or GA 54. It is strongly felt the addition of a secondary road
system on both the north and south sides of GA 54 will eliminate a
significant amount of traffic on GA 54.

§

Evaluate existing properties for re -development potential
Several parcels within the GA 54 West corridor have been
identified as sites for potential re-development opportunities.
Many of these sites were developed prior to current site planning
guidelines and are not in conformance with current Land
Development Ordinance guidelines. It will be important to work
with these property owners on a case-by-case basis as development
opportunities emerge to encourage them to re-develop their
properties in conformance with current regulations and with the
finds of this study.
The following properties have been identified as potential
candidates for re-development:
Line Creek Baptist Church property
This 7–acre tract could ultimately be subdivided into several
parcels. The property between the new secondary road and GA 54
should be developed as retail or commercial to blend in with the
other retail developments along this corridor. The rear portion of
the site should be developed as retail or office space.
Emphasis should be placed on the existing cemetery to include this
feature into the overall planning of this parcel. Funding should be
secured to enhance this feature as a part of the overall design.
Additionally, the area on either side of the secondary road adjacent
to GA 54 should be developed into an entry feature for the retail
development.
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Days Inn/ adjoining undeveloped parcel
This overall tract could be combined to create a sizable parcel for a
commercial or retail development. It may be prudent to consider
this site for an office or assisted living development due to the
prime location at the entry to Peachtree City. The site will have a
signalized entrance from GA 54 and is bordered on three sides by
open space.
Line Creek office park (Peachy Clean car wash, Line Creek office
building, warehouse building), undeveloped property
A variety of property owners control the parcels within this
commercial subdivision. It is envisio ned that all of the property
will eventually be combined to create a single parcel for a sizable
mixed-use development. The proposed signalized entrance from
GA 54 along with access from the proposed secondary road system
should make this a viable candidate for a significant development.
The site is bordered by open space to the east and west and a
residential subdivision to the south.
GA 54/ Huddleston Road intersection (Golf Cart Galleria, NAPA
building, GA 54 storage building)
These parcels are also controlled by various property owners, but
could be combined to create a significant site for a retail or
commercial development at the intersection of GA 54 and
Huddleston Road. The overall parcel would have frontage on both
GA 54 and Huddleston Road. Ultimately, the site could have
access to the proposed secondary road extending from Planterra
Way to Huddleston Road. The site is bordered to the west by open
space and to the south by existing light industrial development.
§

Explore and promote other forms of alternate transportation
Additional studies should be performed to identify and explore
other forms of alternate transportation and how this could benefit
existing and proposed developments within Peachtree City.
Specifically, detailed information sho uld be provided to local
residents, business owners and representatives from the City’s
industrial park pertaining to car pool and van pool programs,
utilization of existing retail center parking lots as park and ride
lots, electric car programs, etc.

§

Develop architectural standards to guide future development
It is strongly recommended that additional funding and studies be
provided to create architectural standards for future development
within the study area. These standards can be incorporated into
covenants for the affected properties; can be conditions of site plan
approval; or can be incorporated into the local zoning ordinances
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as an overlay district. The Advisory Board should continue to be
involved with the creation of this document.
§

Develop landscaping, site lighting and signage standards
This is another aspect that will require further study. While
existing City Ordinances stipulates stringent landscaping and
signage requirements, it is imperative this criteria is re-evaluated in
context to the entire study area. Again, these standards could be
incorporated into covenants for the affected properties; could be
conditions of site plan approval; or could be incorporated into the
local zoning ordinances as an overlay district.

§

Design and imple mentation of gateway features
Another important aspect of the plan is the physical identification
of the study area. One method of achieving this is the introduction
of entry or ‘gateway’ features at each end of the project, which
could include signage, banners, extensive landscaping or
sculptures. The design and location of the new multi- use bridge on
GA 54 could anchor the gateway feature entering from the west.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND FINANCING
Recommendations presented within this study identify the need for
specific improvements within the overall study area. It is proposed that
the majority of these recommendations be funded and implemented during
the period from FY 2004 – FY 2008.
The Implementation and Financing section of this study provides
guidelines for dividing responsibilities for implementation, cost estimates
for individual projects, and established project priorities; identifies
realistic funding sources; and formulates a short-term immediate action
program and a five-year implementatio n program and public
improvements budget. All cost estimates presented in the Implementation
and Financing program are in current dollars.

IMPLEMENTATION ROLES DEFINED
In addition to the local government, it will be necessary for additional
organizations to assist the City in facilitating the implementation process
through appropriate grants or other funding opportunities.
q

Georgia Department of Transportation (GA DOT)
It will be imperative that GA DOT officials on the local and state
level work with City Staff and others to assist in implementing the
goals, objectives and findings of this study along with the pending
road improvements to both GA 54 and 74. To date, the City has
worked proactively with GA DOT officials to identify potential
projects within these road corridors and will continue to do so as
these projects evolve. It is also vital that GA DOT provide funding
through grants or in-kind services to assist in these projects.

q

Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC)
Through the Livable Centers Initiative, Regional Transportation
Plan and other venues, ARC will provide a vital mechanism for
project review, funding allocation, and project implementation. It
will be necessary for ARC and local officials to review and
monitor potential projects and to provide creative solutions for
implementation. ARC will also play an important role in
supporting these projects and their incorporation into various
transportation models and planning studies.

q

City of Peachtree City
It will be the responsibility of city officials (Mayor and City
Council, City Manager and Director of Developmental Services) to
assume the lead role in supporting public sector improvements and
the administrative aspects for team building, liaison, and insuring
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that all activities undertaken are consistent with the overall study
recommendations.
The City Manager, in concert with the Mayor and City Council,
will coordinate and approve applications for grants and loans
relating to infrastructure improvements and will be the point-ofcontact for all improvements.
The Director of Developmental Services will be responsible for
maintaining and updating the Zoning and Land Development
Ordinances to facilitate implementation of recommended projects
and to provide site plan and permitting assistance as necessary.
q

GA 54 West Advisory Board
The Advisory Board has played an integral role in the development
of these recommendations and will continue to be the principal
review and oversight arm throughout the implementation process.
They will have a parallel role with City Staff and the Planning
Commission to insure the improvement projects are consistent with
the plan recommendations.
It is recommended that the Advisory Board also assist City Staff in
reviewing architectural, building material and color selection,
signage, lighting, and landscaping requirements for all
development and re-development projects within the study area.

COST OF IMPROVEMENTS
The total cost for all recommended projects for the five-year period
beginning with FY 2003 is estimated to be $6,063,000. It should be noted
the costs for those projects that would be the responsibility of individual
developers or property owners are not included in this cost. The total cost
for all projects costs is summarized below:
Multi- use path system
Road improvements
Aesthetic enhancements

$2,527,500.00
$420,000.00
$3,280,000.00

TOTAL for all improvements

$6,227,500.00

Table One provides a detailed cost estimate for all projects included
within the study recommendations. Those projects that would be the
responsibility of individual developers or property owners are identified
accordingly.
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FY 2003– FY 2007
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The purpose of the Public Improvement Program is to facilitate the
balancing of planned City expenditures with anticipated revenues over a
defined period of time. As part of the Comprehensive Plan, Peachtree
City currently has in place a five- year Short Term Work Program. The
first five years of the public improvements program developed as a part of
this study is designed for integration into the new five-year Short Term
Work Program that will be prepared as a part of the Comprehensive Plan
updating process.
Table Two represents the five- year Public Improvements Program for the
implementation of the recommendations of this study. This plan reflects
the estimated cost of each item and does not identify any revenues that can
be derived from Federal, State, regional, local, or private resources. It is
anticipated that grants or other funding sources would be pursued to obtain
a significant portion of the overall funding for these improvements.
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CONCLUSION
The development of this study has involved members of the community,
City Staff, property owners, developers, and local and regional
government officials working together to create an innovative and
comprehensive development strategy. The most important element to
note is that the goals, objectives, and results found within this study can
all be achieved. It will be important to continue to work together as a
unified team to create and promote a vibrant, active, and successful
segment of our community, and one that can continue to set examples and
standards for the metro-Atlanta region.
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TABLE ONE
CITY OF PEACHTREE CITY
LIVABLE CENTERS INITIATIVE

LIST OF RECOMMENDED PROJECTS
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

UNIT COST

PROJECT COST
(ESTIMATE)

FUNDING
SOURCE

800 LF
2,400 LF
3,200 LF
120 LF
1,000 LF
2,400 LF
750 LF
400 LF
1,500 LF
3,200 LF
800 LF

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Pending
Pending
Pending
Existing
Future
Pending
Future

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

ISTEA/ Imp. fees
Impact fees
Impact fees
Impact fees
Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer

MULTI-USE PATH SYSTEM
North of GA 54
GA 74 multi-use bridge
GA 74 to Wynnmeade subdivision
Wynnmeade subdivision to GA 54
MacDuff Parkway tunnel
North Wynnmeade subdivision
Centennial subdivision
Cedarcroft subdivision
Summit apartment connector
MacDuff tunnel – Home Depot/ Wal-Mart
Home Depot/ Wal-Mart path system
Line Creek Baptist Church – Huddleston Rd.

SUBTOTAL

16,570 LF

$0

GA 54/ CSX railroad bridge
GA 54 tunnels (east and west side of rail line)
GA 54/ CSX multi-use bridge/ connections

2 (each)
Lump sum

$250,000
N/A

SUBTOTAL

$500,000
$550,000

GA DOT/ City
TEA-21/ Imp. fees

$1,050,000

Market Place retail development
Market Place path system

1,200 LF

SUBTOTAL

1,200 LF

Existing

N/A

Developer

$0

GA 74 crossing (east to west)
GA 74 tunnel/ connections

1 (each)

Lump sum

SUBTOTAL

$350,000

Grant/ City

$350,000

Westpark commercial development
Commerce Drive path
Westpark Drive North path
Westpark pond path
Westpark Drive South path
Westpark Drive South – Northlake Drive
Aberdeen Parkway – GA 74 bridge

2,800 LF
1,000 LF
1,500 LF
500 LF
1,200 LF
1,000 LF

SUBTOTAL

8,000 LF

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer
City

$0

South of GA 54
Planterra Ridge path system (overall)

12,600 LF

Existing

N/A

Developer

City Circle path system
City Circle – Clover Green
Clover Green – Clover Reach
Clover Reach – Paschal Road
Paschal Tunnel
The Avenue – City Circle
Planterra Way - Line Creek Nature Area
Planterra Way – Huddleston Road
Tennis Center – Huddleston Road
Planterra open space connection
GA 54 multi-use bridge/ gateway feature
GA 54 bridge – Planterra Way
GA 54 – Line Creek Nature Area
GA 54 – Planterra amenity area

SUBTOTAL

1,400 LF
1,100 LF
1,100 LF
700 LF
1 (each)
400 LF
1,200 LF
1,000 LF
1,900 LF
800 LF
1 (each)
2,000 LF
1,300 LF
2,000 LF

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Lump sum
Existing
Existing
$25/ LF
Pending
$25/ LF
Lump sum
N/A
$25/ LF
$25/ LF

27,500 LF

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
$400,000
N/A
N/A
$25,000
N/A
$20,000
$600,000
N/A
$32,500
$50,000

Developer
Developer
Developer
Developer
Grant/ City
Developer
City
City
Developer
City
Grant/ City
Developer
City
Grant/ City

$1,127,500

Twigg’s Corner
GA 54 east path system
GA 74 south path system

1,000 LF
1,000 LF

SUBTOTAL

2,000 LF

TOTAL - MULTI-USE PATH SYSTEM

56,770 LF

Existing
Existing

N/A
N/A

Developer/ City
Developer/ City

$2,527,500

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
Secondary road (north of GA 54 from MacDuff
Parkway to Home Depot entrance)
Secondary road (north of GA 54 from Home
Depot entrance to Huddleston Road)
Secondary road (south of GA 54 from Days Inn
to Planterra Way)
Secondary road (south of GA 54 from Planterra
Way to Huddleston Road)
GA 54/ Line Creek Drive intersection
improvements – including signal
GA 54 widening project (GA 74 W to Coweta
County line)
GA 74 widening project (GA 54 S to GA 85)
Synchronize all traffic signals in corridor

SUBTOTAL

1,500 LF

N/A

N/A

Developer

800 LF

N/A

$120,000

Developer/ City

2,000 LF

N/A

$300,000

Developer/ City

1,000 LF

Future

Future

Future

N/A

N/A

N/A

GA DOT/
Developer

N/A

N/A

N/A

GA DOT

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

GA DOT
GA DOT/
Developer

5,300 LF

-

$420,000

Lump sum

$600,000

Grant/ City

Lump sum

$350,000

Grant/ City

Lump sum
Lump sum
$6,000/ int.
Lump sum
$40,000/ ea

$100,000
$50,000
$30,000
$50,000
$200,000

Grant/ City
Grant/ City
Grant/ City
Grant/ City
Grant/ City

Lump sum

$25,000

Grant/ City

Lump sum
Lump sum
Lump sum
Lump sum

$1,200,000
$200,000
$150,000
$150,000

Grant/ City
City
City
City

AESTHETIC ENHANCEMENTS
GA 54 median planting (berms, plant material,
lawn area)
GA 54 ROW planting (berms, specialty lighting,
plant material, lawn area)
GA 54 gateway feature (west)
Enhancements to cemetery
Utilize stamped asphalt at all crosswalks
New Planterra Ridge subdivision entrance
Decorative signal poles/ mast arms
Develop architectural controls for all
development within GA 54 West corridor
Bury power lines within corridor
Round-about at Planterra Way/ secondary road
Round-about at Planterra Ridge amenity center
Round-about at Line Creek Drive/ secondary

5 (total)
5 (total)

road intersection
Redesign tennis center entrance
Decorative signage, banners, furniture

TOTAL – AESTHETIC ENHANCEMENTS

ESTIMATED COST

Lump sum
Lump sum

$25,000
$150,000

$3,280,000

$6,227,500

City
Grant/ City

TABLE TWO
CITY OF PEACHTREE CITY
LIVABLE CENTERS INITIATIVE

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

FY 2003

FY 2004

FY 2005

FY 2006

FY 2007

TOTAL

$20,000
-

$500,000 1
$550,000 2
$600,000
$32,500
$50,000

-

$350,000
$400,000
-

$25,000
-

$500,000
$550,000
$350,000
$400,000
$25,000
$20,000
$600,000
$32,500
$50,000

-

-

$120,000
$300,000

-

-

$120,000
$300,000

GA 54 median planting
GA 54 ROW planting
GA 54 gateway feature (west)
Enhancements to cemetery
Utilize stamped asphalt at all crosswalks
New Planterra Ridge subdivision entrance
Decorative signal poles/ mast arms
Develop architectural guidelines
Bury power lines within corridor
Roundabout at Planterra Way/ secondary rd.
Roundabout at Planterra Ridge amenity
Roundabout at Line Creek/ secondary road
Redesign tennis center entrance
Signage, banners, street furniture

$25,000
-

50,000
$200,000
$600,000
$150,000

$600,000
$350,000
$100,000
$30,000
$600,000
$200,000
$150,000
$150,000
$25,000
-

$50,000
-

-

$600,000
$350,000
$100,000
$50,000
$30,000
$50,000
$200,000
$25,000
$1.2 mil.
$200,000
$150,000
$150,000
$25,000
$150,000

TOTAL

$45,000

$2,732,500

$2,625,000

$800,000

$25,000

$6,227,500

MULTI-USE PATHS
GA 54 tunnels (east and west side of rail line)
GA 54/ CSX multi-use bridge/ connections
GA 74 tunnel
Paschal Tunnel
Planterra Way – Huddleston Road
Planterra open space connection
GA 54 multi-use bridge/ gateway feature
GA 54 – Line Creek Nature Area
GA 54 – Planterra amenity area

ROADS
Huddleston Rd./ Home Depot secondary road
Days Inn/ Planterra Way secondary road

AESTHETIC ENHANCEMENTS

1
2

GA DOT has agreed to fund 80% of total cost, City to fund remaining 20%.
City awarded TEA-21 grant for this project (20% local match required); also, impact fees available.

